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The theory is developed of the domlain structure of fer-
romagnetic bodies whose smallest dimension is comparable
with the thickness of the Weiss domains as found in
crystals of ordinary size. Calculations of the domain
boundary, magnetic, and anisotropy energies of various
domain configurations are given for thin films, small
particles, and long needles of ferromagnetic material. For
sufficiently small dimensions the optimum structure con-
sists of a single domain magnetized to saturation in one
direction. This result implies unusual magnetic charac-
teristics, such as have in fact been reported by a number
of experimenters. The critical dimensions for transition
from a configuration with domain structure to a saturated
configuration are estimated -3 X 10- 5 cm in films and
-2 X10- 6 cm in particles or grains. These estimates are
based on typical values of the relevant material constants,
and may be increased or decreased by a factor of ten for
other values of the constants.
HE present paper discusses the theory of
the domain structure of ferromagnetic
bodies whose smallest dimension is comparable
with the thickness of the Weiss domains as found
in crystals of ordinary size. The problem does
not appear to have been considered previously.
It will be shown that the normal macroscopic
magnetization characteristics of ferromagnetic
materials may be expected to alter radically as
one or more dimensions of the test specimen are
reduced below a critical length which is of the
order of 10- 5 to 10- 6 cm. A number of experi-
mental results in the literature are in agreement
with the theory put forward here.
In the absence of an applied magnetic field it
is a matter of common observation that the
demagnetized state is the stable state in large
ferromagnetic crystals. In the demagnetized
state the domains are oriented so that the mag-
netic flux circuit lies almost entirely within the
specimen. Internal flux closure implies a high
degree of ordering in the domain configurations
-this is contrary to the usual statement that in
the demagnetized condition the domains are
oriented at random. Geometrical configurations
of domains in large crystals were first discussed
theoretically in an important and often neglected
paper by Landau -and Lifshitzl; further contribu-
tions have been made by Kennard,2 Lifshitz,3
and Nel.4
* Fellow of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation.
1 L. Landau and E. Lifshitz, Physik. Zeits. Sowjetunion
8, 153 (1935).
2 E. H. Kennard, Phys. Rev. 55, 312 (1939).
As the dimensions of the specimen are dimiii-
ished, the relative contributions of the various
energy terms to the total energy are changed,
and surface energies become more important
than volume energies. The surface of the bound-
ary (Bloch wall) between domains is a surface
energy, while the energy in the magnetic field
(magnetostatic self-energy) is a volume energy.
When very small dimensions are reached(, there
will be a point at which it is favorable energetically
to do away with the domain boundaries, so that
the whole specimen becomes one domain and acts
as a permanent magnet. This was first predicted
by Frenkel and Dorfman. 5 Experimental evi-
dence of permanent magnetization in small ferro-
magnetic particles was discovered by Elmore, 6
who worked with magnetite particles with a
diameter of the order of 2 X 10- 6 cm.
The conditions in which the lowest energy
state of a specimen represents a structure with
a single domain are expected to differ somewhat
in films, needles, and powders. In a film one
dimension is small; in a needle or wire two
dimensions are small, while in a powder particlc
of the material all three dimensions are small.
3 E. Lifshitz, J. Phys. U.S.S.R. 8, 337 (1944).
4 L. Nel, J. de Physique [8] 5, 241, 265 (1944).5J. Frenkel and J. Dorfman, Nature 126, 274 (1930);
in this note the surface energy of the boundary between
domains is overestimated by a factor of the order of 50,
so that a critical length L for particles-10- 4 cm is ob-
tained, instead of-2X10- G cm which we find. A correct
method for treating the boundary surface energy was
given first by F. Bloch, Zeits. f. Physik 74, 295 (1932).
6 W. C. Elmore, Phys. Rev. 54, 1092 (1938); 60, 593
(1941).
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ENERGY RELATIONS
lhe energy relationshil)s i ferroigllgietic
single crystals have been discussed by Landau
and Lifshlitz,' 3 and Brown.7 Thle results of these
papers are used as a starting point for the
present treatment. We shall assume that no
applied magnetic field is acting, and that the
specimens are each colmposedl of an ieal crystal
lattice. The effect of lattice (listortions at the
surface of the specimen is not consi(lered. We
shall make other simplifications which are
pointed out below. These simplifications appear
to be justified in a first appI)l)roach to the subject
al c(an be eliminated in favor of a mnore detailed
treatment x'hen adequate experimental data
become available on the crystal orientation and
mechanical structure of the specimens.
The terms in the free energy of the specimen
whichl are relevant to the present roblem may
be represented as the sum
F = F F t + Fa,
where
F, =surface energy of the boundary surfaces
domains;
Fm,, = magnetic field energy of the configuration;
F.= anisotropy energy of spin orientation.
(1)
between
The free energy is a minimum for a stable
configuration* in the asence of external forces.
The essential theoretical problem is to determillne
the balance between the three components of the
free energy which will minimize the sm F. The
determination of the configuration of domains
which will minimize the free energy is a problem
in the calculus of variations for which an exact
solution has been found only in a few special
cases. In other cases of interest we assume a
solution hiclh appears plausible on physical
grounds and which contains one or more arbi-
trary parameters. The free energy is then mini-
mized with respect to the parameters.
Wall Energy Fw
in discussing the surface energy of the domain
boundaries it is convenient to introduce the
surface energy per unit area denoted by wo-,,,.
7 W. F. Brown, Jr., Phys. Rev. 58, 736 (1940).
* It is supposed that the stable configuration may be
attained by carrying the specimen through a suitable
"demagnetization" process, as by cooling in field-free
space from above the Curie point.
Naturally ,,, will be a function of the crystallo-
graphic direction of the boundary plane and of
the total change in spin direction across the
boundary. Calculations by Lifshitz and others
suggest values of o-a of the order of 1 to 5 ergs/
cm2 . In the present paper the arbitrary value
a= 3 ergs/cm12 will be used for the sake of
concreteness in all cases. We may, therefore,
write
F ,, -,,S, (2)
wvherc S is the total area of the (lotaini 1tboun(d-
aries within the body.
No account is taken of the sp)ecial situation at
boundary junctions, where there is a sall addi-
tional energy caused by the finite limiting radius
of curvature of the Bloch walls. This situation
is probably responsible for the existence of
narrow lines of free poles on the surface of
magnetic specimens as revealed by colloid powder
patterns.
Magnetic Energy F,,,
The magnetic field energy 1F,, rel)resents the
work necessary to assemble the distribution of
effective magnetic poles within and on the surface
of the specimen, starting from a configuration
with H everywhere zero. This energy is given by
F= -f(H * M)d V, (,3)
where M is the magnetizati( on -r magnietic
moment per unit volume and H is the magnetic
field arising from the magnetization. The integral
is to be carried out over the volume of the
specimen. It should be emphasized that this
relation supposes that there is no external
applied magnetic field. A careful discussion of
Eq. (3) has been given by eans and also by
Guggenheim.8
The special case of a uiformly magnetized
ellipsoid is of particular importance. Here a
demagnetizing factor N may be defined such
that in the absence of an applied field the internal
field is given by H= -NM, giving
Fm = NM 2 V/2, (4)
8 J. H. Jeans Electricity and Magnetism (Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 1933), fifth edition, p. 398;
E. A. Guggenheim, Proc. Roy. Soc. A155, 49 (1936).
Guggenheim takes B = 0 as his standard zero energy state;
this convention is somewhat clumsy and for our purposes
may be replaced by H = 0, so that the standard state is
represented by a flux-closure configuration.
I I -
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FIG. 1. Domain configurations in films.
where is the volume. Numerical values of the
demagnetizing factors for the general ellipsoid
have been tabulated by Osborn.'
In other cases of interest the magnetic energy
is comr)pute(l using
Fm = (l/87r) fji2 V, (5)
where now tie integral is extended over all space.
For parallel coplanar strips of width with
magnetic pole densities alternately + M and -M
per unit area the magnetic energy d(lensity per
unit area a,,, is given by
for the present purpose to suppose that there is
an anisotropy energy density pa associated with
domains oriented in directions away from an
axis of easy magnetization, so that
Fa = Pa Va, (7)
where V is the total volume of the domains in
the specimen not oriented near an easy direction.
Values'2 of p are of the order of 105 and 10 °
ergs/cnim. For the sake of concreteness we shall
use the arbitrary value p =5 X 105 ergs/cm3 .
Following Landau and Lifshitz we shall usually
assume that the crystal is uniaxial, as in cobalt
or in iron un(der tension. In general, as ILifshitz
has shown, this assLumption does not change the
nature of the results, thanks to contributions
from the magnetostrictive energy of the domains
of closure. This energy we (o not consider
ex plicitly.
In treating thin filmns we suppose that the
preferre(l axis is normal to the plane of the filn:
this woul(d lead to erroneous results if there
'existed one or nlore other preferred axes in the
plane of the film. In the case of iron this would
occur if the 10)0] direction were normal to the
film. I actul fact this rientation does not
OCCuir. 1 3
a-,,, (= 0.85 2 D. (6)
This formula will b)e used later and(l is derive(l in
Appendix A.
It is possible to dlevise domain configurations
such that there are no magnetic poles within or
on the surface of the specimen. An obvious
example would be ring-shaped "domains" in a
toroidal specimen. It is also possible to have
su(dden changes in spin direction between a(lja-
cent doinains without giving rise to "free" mnag-
netic poles. To have tis. requires only the
continuity of the normal component of the
magnetization across the bound(lary.
Anisotropy Energy Fa
Tile anisotropy energy arises from the exist-
ence of preferred axes of easiest magnetization
in ferromagnetic crystals. The interactions re-
slpolsible for aisotropy have been treate(l lby
Van Vleck,(' Brooks,1 and others. It will sffice
J. A. Osborn, Phys. Rev. 67, 351 (1945).0 j. H. Van Vleck, Phys. Rev. 52, 1178 (1937).
1 H. Brooks, Phys. Rev. 58, 909 (1940).
APPLICATION TO PARTICULAR CONFIGURATIONS
Films
We shall consi(ler the energy of various con-
figurations of the film of thickness T shown in
Fig. 1. The surface of the filmn is assumed to be
perpen(lidicular to the p)referre( (lirection of
magnetization.
Case I. ligire 1-! sows a cross section of a
structure whic(']h provides flux ('lOs1tlu' within te
film. 'Thle domlain widlth is D. Te area of
the Bloch walls per unit area of film is 22
+(T-D)/ID, so that
F,,, = o, 1 2V22 + (T- D)l/D], (8)
where ,, is the surface energy density of the
Bloch wall.
The triangular prisms contril)lute an anisotropy
12 R. Becker and WV. D6ring, Ferromiagnelismus (Edwards
Brothers, Ann Arbor, 1943).
13 See, for example, O. Beeck, A. Wheeler, and A. E.
Smith, Phys. Rev. 55, 601A (1939); 0. Beeck, Rev. Mod.
Phvs. 17, 61 (1945).
II---- -
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FILM THICKNESS-CM
FIG. 2. Energy of various domain configurations in films.
energy given by the product of the anisotropy
energy density Pa and the volume of the prisms,
which is D/2 per unit area of film, so that
Fa = pa/2. (9)
The magnetic energy F is zero for this con-
figuration.
1'he total energy per unit area is then
F= rw,2V2+(T-D)/D]+paD/2. (10)
This is a minimum with respect to the domain
width D when
D = (2o',vTl/Pa),,i ( 1)
so) that
Fm = (2V2- 1)o-+ (2o-,Tpa) (12)
Case II. Figure 1-11 shows a structure for
which the flux circuit is open. The magnetic
energy per unit area is given by Eq. (6) with
Af set equal to Ma, the saturation magnetization:
F,, = 1.7M lf21), (13)
when it is reimelbere(l tl t lthe filillm his two
surfaces. It is assumed here that ''> ). The
\wall energy is
F,= awT/D. (14)
The anisotropy energy Fa is zero.
The total energy is a minimumln for
giving
F,,,,,=- 2(1.7,,,7') A_ (16)
Case III. [i Fig. I-Ill the film is uniformly
magnetized in its own plane. If the film is very
long in comparison with the thickness the
demagnetization factor and hence the magnetic
field energy is small. 'The principal contril)uttion
to the energy comes from the anisotropy, sutp-
posing always that the plane of the film does not
contain a direction of easy magnetization. We
have
F=paT. (17)
Numerical values of the energy for cases I,
11, and III as a function of film thickness are
plotted in Fig. 2, taking o=3 ergs/cm2, Pa=5
X105 ergs/cm3 and Ms=1700 gauss. It is seen
that for films greater than 3X 10 cm in thick-
ness, case I has the lowest energy of the three
cases considered. This is not surprising, as case I
is the structure evolved by Landau and Lifshitz
in their original study of large uniaxial crystals.
It is interesting to note that an experimental
demonstration of the existence of "domains of
closure" has been given by Shoenberg and
Wilson 4 by means of magnetic torque measure-
ments on a Si-Fe crystal.
For thinner films case III has the lowest
energy. If the demagnetization factor parallel to
the surface is not negligible, because of the
finite extent of the film, then the case I structure
will persist to smaller dimensions than calculated
above. Case I I occturs onlyv with very mnuch
larger anisotrol)y. *
i z~~~~7
\ iw F'- = H/\V
W . , _ L __ ._ 
FIC. 3. l)omlairn. configurations in needles.
14 D. Shoenberg and A. J. C. Wilson, Nature 157, 548
(1946).
* In cobalt the anisotropy is unusually pronounced:
Pa = 5.1 X 106 ergs/cm', according to R. Gans and E.
Czerlinsky, Ann. d. Physik [5] 16, 625 (1933). The
saturation magnetization at room temperature is M,= 1400
gauss, according to K. Honda and H. Masumoto, Sci.
Rep. 'T6hoku Univ. 20, 323 (1931). In the limit of large
crystals we have for case I the value F(I)=3.2(a~T)iX 10O
ergs, and for case II the value F(II) 3.6(a-,T)iX 103 ergs,
so that there is not much difference energetically between
the two configurations. If the constants are varied slightly
so that F(I)=F(II), it may be shown that the most
favorable configuration is somewhat intermediate between
these two cases, with part of the unit flux circuit coin-
pleted internally and part giving rise to a free pole disiri-
L.. - __ -

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At the critical thickness of 3X 10 - cm lhe
ldonmainl width for case I is 2 X 10-5 cim.
Needles and Wires
The general relationship between the energies
of structures I, II, and III may be expected to
hold also in long wires, provided that small
adjustments are made in numerical factors.
The relations for needles are of somewhat
greater interest. For the sake of example the
anisotropy energy is omitted.
Case IV. The needle (Fig. 3-IV) of dimensions
LX WX W consists of two long domains with
the flux circuit closed internally by triangular
caps. The energy is largely in the wall separating
the long domains, and is given approximately by
F= crLW. (18)
Case V. The needle (Fig. 3-V) consists of one
domain magnetized along the length of the
needle. The energy is entirely magnetic and is
given by
F=NM,2 LW 2/2, (19)
following Eq. (4).
The critical dimension below which case V is
the probable state is given by W =2ao-/NM2 .
Values of W,. and the associated LC are given in
Table , which is calculated for o-, = 3 ergs/cm 2,
Ms = 1700 gauss.
The values of the demagnetizing factor were
taken to be equal to the values for a prolate
spheroid with the same axial ratio.
Particles
Case VI. Figure 4-VI represents a cube of side
L. The particle consists of one donmain. The
TABLE I.
I./W N We (cnl) L. (cm)
5 0.702 2.8X 10-6 .4X 10- 5
10 0.255 7.9 X 10- 6 7.9 X 10-5
15 0.135 1.5 X 10 - 5 2.2 X 10-4
20 0.085 2.4X 10- 5 4.7X 10-4
lbution. The domains of partial flux closure occupy the
fraction P of the surface, where sin (rP/2)-4P/7r; the
root is P0.7. L. H. Germer, Phys. Rev. 62, 295A (1942)
has studied by electron beams the magnetic fields at the
hexagonal surface of a "demagnetized" cobalt crystal,
and finds indication of a non-closure or type II configura-
tion. The possibility of non-closure configurations was
apparently overlooked by Landau and Lifshitz. I wish
to thank Dr. Germer for a discussion of the results on
which his published abstract is based.
(r)
(us)
(VL)
tax)
FrG. 4. Domain configurations in small particles.
energy is entirely magnetic and is given by
Fo (2 r/3) M 2L3, (20)
where the effective demagnetization factor has
been taken as 4 r/3, the value for a sphere.
Case VII. Figure 4-VII shows a cube with
domains arranged to give internal flux closure.
The magnetic energy is zero. The wall energy is
F, = 22L2.
The anisotropy energy is approximately
F,, = paL3/2
(21)
(22)
and is relatively small.
The critical diameter below which case VI
becomes the probable configuration is given by
2V2vu
(2 7r/3 ) Ms2 - pa/ 2
-1.5X10 - G cm, (23)
using the numerical values previously assumned.
The relations for the small sphere pictured in
Figs. 4-VIII and 4-IX are similar to the relations
for cubes. The energy in case VIII is magnetic
and equal to L 3/9. In case IX most of the energy
is in the walls, and F = rowL2/2. The flux closure
in case IX is not complete. Fields of octopole
symmetry arise from the volume between the
surface of the sphere and the boundary of an
inscribed cube. 'The critical dimnension for a
sphere is close to that for a cube.
For particles just larger than the critical
(limension the domain structure shown in Figs.
4-VII and 4-IX should not be interpreted t}
---
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literally, since here the width of a Bloch wall
nay l)e of the samie or(lder of magnitude as the
domain dimensions. In this case tere will not
b)e a sharply d(efine(l oundary between discrete
domains, but there will be rather a gradual
rotation of spin direction within the particle.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The theory developed above suggests that
films-10- 5 cm thick and small particles--10- 6
cm across should( exhibit quite different magnetic
properties from bulk specimens of ferromagnetic
materials. The evidences we look for include:
(A) Permanent saturation i agnetization. Speci-
111enls consisting of a single domain should behave
as if magnetized to saturation in one direction.
It is supposed that ordinary remianent effects
have been (distinguishe(l by carrying the material
through a demagnetization process, as b)y cooling
from aove the Curie point in field-free space.
(B) Ifigh coercive force. If no (lomain b)oundl-
aries are formed the only magnetization changes
in a specimell occur through pill rotation. Spin
rotation is opl)osed l)by the anisotropy forces,
whichl are usually much greater than the local
forces opposing movement of a dollnailn bl) (d-
ary. With (deereasing particle size it may there-
fore exp)ecte(d that t coercive force will
increase aml apl)oa(h the alliisotropy force in
value.
(C) Low initial permeability. If there are no
domain boundaries the magnetization changes
in weak fields must come from reversiblle spin
rotations. The associate(l permeal)ilities are quite
l()w.
Relevanlt ex)erimenteal -restlts are reviewe(l
brietly l)elow. 'I'he results Ias a whlie are in very
g((ood agreement wvith theory.
(1) Elmnore'; has otaine(d p)ositive evideice
that small particles behave as permanent mag-
nets. He studied the susceptibility of colloidal
suspensions of iron oxides. On the assumption15
that the particles behave as the molecules of a
classical paramagnetic gas hie is able to fit the
ex)erimenltal stscep)tibility curve. Mlagnetite
(FesOi) particies )f nmeall (liameter 1.7 X 1()-6 (cm
show al1 average i)erlmallent nmlagnetizatiol (lal
to 44 percent of the saltraltioi value. 'Si(derac
1 C. G. Montgomery, llvs. ev. 38, 1782 (1031); 30,
162 (1931).
(y-Fe 203 ) particles of mean iameter 2.1 X 10-- 6
show 38 percent of the saturation value. The
discrepancy between the observed ad the satu-
ration values has been attributed to the presence
of non-ferromragnetic oxides of iron in the colloid.
Heapsi" has also detected a tendency of particles
to agglomerate in groups which were only partly
magnetic. Consideration shows that group for-
mation is likely to occur when the magnetic
bond energy between particles is large in com-
parison withi kT. This is satisfied in the condi-
tions of Elmnore's experiments.
(2) Montgomery,i 5 Heaps, 6 Benedikt, 7 and
IMueller and Shamos 8 have made measurements
by various metho(ls using particles larger than
those used by Elmore. The particles averagel
between 10 - 3 and 10 - 5 cm. The interpretation
of some of the results is complicated. In general
there is a in(lication of permanent magnetism,
but less tan in Elmore's measurements. The
theory pred(licts a critical dimension-2 X 10 -6 cmn
for particles, so that the measurements fit into
the exl)ectel I)atterll xvhen allowance is ma(le
for (lislpersion in particle size and for the tun-
avoidable presence of some remnanent magliet-
izatiol i the larger particles.
(3) In the older literaturei' - -°2 a considerable
amount of work is replorted on the properties of
ironl and(l nickel films (deposite(d under te influ-
ence of wveak magnetic fields in the plane of the
film. Thlle effects observedl, such as quadrilateral
hlysteresis loops, are generally compatible with
the concept tat thin films consist of a single
domain. It would be valuable to repeat some of
thle early work using electron dliffraction meth-
01s"' to give some control of te qltiality of the
film (lep(l)site(l.
(4) ligh vatles of te oercive force (300
gauLss) in small particles and thin filnls have been
measured b)y Sappa,2t Gottschalk, c Procol)iu ,2
16 C. W. Heaps, Phys. Rev. 57, 528 (1940).
7 E. T. Benedikt, J. App. Phys. 13, 105 (1942).
8 H. Mueller and M. Shamos, Phys. Rev. 61, 631 (1942)
1 C. Maurain, J. de phys. et rad. [3] 10, 123 (1901);
[4] 1, 90, 151 (1902).
20 W. Leick, Wied. Ann. 58, 691 (1896).211 . Schild, Ann. d. Physik [4] 25, 586 (1908).
22 W. ]Kaufmann and W. Meyer, lPhysik. Zeits. 12, 513
(1911).
23 L. Germer, Phys. Rev. 55, 605 (1939); 56, 58 (1939).
24 O. Sappa, Ricerca Scient. 8, 413 (1937).
25 V. H. Gottschalk, Physics 6, 127 (1935).
2 S Procopiu, J. de phys. et rad. 7] 5, 190 (1934).
a _ __ _ ___ ___ __I_
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.t1,(l Mauraii. T' The result that small grains of a
material show high values of the coerciveforce
has been applied to the selection of materials
for permanent magnets.
(5) Low values of the initial permeability have.
lbeen reported for thin films by Florescu 27 and for
small particles by Gottschalk and Wartman,28
andl Chevalier and Mathieu.2 9 Florescu findll(ls
u=3.5 for an iron film 8XIO- cm thick at a
frequency near 100 kc/sec. An iron wire 5 X 10) -
cm in diameter at the same freq(luency gave
u=69.2. Gottschalk and Wartman find = 4.62
for Ural Mountain magnetite of grain size 180
Xi0-4 cm, and(l =2.53 for grain size 3.5X10 - 4
Clii.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The study of the magnetic behavior of till
lilms and small particles appears to oiler con-
siderable promise of elucidating some of the
problems of domain theory. It would be of
p)articular interest to study magnetization l)ro-
cesses in films using a number of dlifferent
techniques, including magnetometer measure-
ments, electron dliffraction stu(dies of the surface
structure, and magneto-optic and colloid l)attern
studies of the domain structure. In this way we
might hope to establish uantitative relation-
ship)s b)etween (Iomain dlisl)lacements uidn mtag--
netizationI i co0Ifiguralioiis wvllich may e altni-
lal)e to theoretical treatmient. It imust l)e
emphasized, however, that te film technique
will only be useful if a reasonably homogeneous
film can be prepared, and one which is tolerably
free from internal stresses.
27 N. A. Florescu, Comptes rendus (Paris) 208, 1717
(1939).
28 V. H. Gottschalk and F. S. Wartman, U. S. Bureau
of V Mines Report of Investigations 3268, 67 (1935).
29 R. Chevalier and S. Mathieu, Comptes rendus (Paris)
204, 854 (1937).
lMeasurements of te transmission of nicro-
waves through thin films are of parti(cular interest
inll the study T3 of the (lisl)crsion of ferromagnetism
at high frequencies.
I am indebted to Dr. R. . Bozorth of the
Bell Telephone aboratories for discussion on
the subject of this paper.
APPENDIX A
Magnetic Field Energy of Coplanar Strips of Alternate Sign
Let the plane of the strips be the (x, y) plane with the
y axis parallel to the axis of the strips; the width of a singlc
strip is D, and the pole strength per unit area of a strip is
+1:l. T'lc vrtical or componenlit of the mlagniletic field
directly ablove the plane of the strips is given b)y the
Iriier expansion of a square-wave of ampliltude 2 rrAt1.
The appropriate soluition of te Laplace equation is
lII=27ril[(4/7r) sin kxc-kz+terms in od(d multiples of k],
where k =r/ D. For the present the harmonic ternis in thei
expansion will be neglected. To satisfy div H=0 we must
have
iH =- 2rV[(4/7r) cos kxc-k-].
T'lie energy per unit area above te strip)s is given, uising
Eq. (5), by (/87) fo~H'idz, so that the surface energy
density -,,is givein by
o,,, = (1/47r)(2,rM1)2(4/7r)2fo% 2kzdz,
when lboth faces of the plane of the strips are talken ito
account. This gives -,,,=(8/7r).1A1D, which is Ihe col-
trilation fro ml te irst order ternm alonlle. 'I he cmpietie
exlrn-essioll illcluilng the effect of the harnllollt ic terms is
obtaillneCd ly lmultiplying )y - , where tlhe sii is over
odd(( integers and is approxilmately equal to 1.05. We have
finally
ua, 40.85M2 D,
as given in Eq. (6), and in agreenment with N6el.4
The treatment of double layers of charged strips
proceeds similarly, but is somewhat more complicated.
30 C. Kittel, 1Phys. Rev. 70, 281 (19.16). Ani interesling
dispersion calculation by G. Heller is referred to by M. J.
O. Strutt and K. S. Knol, Physica 7, 635 (1940).
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